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G R E A T  B R IT A IN  A N D  TH E A D V A N C E  
O F S L A V  P O W E R

Elemer Szudy

There are signs discernible in recent British 
foreign policy which would appear to in
dicate a certain reversion to the historical 
traditions of the past century. The truth 

is more and more recognised that the main 
motive power which forced the outbreak of the 
world war was the great drive of Panslavism, and 
although the Tsarist Power, supreme representative 
of the forces of Panslavism, did not live to see the 
end of the historic struggle, the Panslav idea kept 
moving on towards its goal and all but attained it 
in the Peace Treaties of Paris. It is a curious caprice 
of destiny that it assigned a leading role in the ac
complishment of this work to Great Britain, which 
power traditionally used to consider it her mission 
to frustrate the ambitious schemes of Slav impe
rialism, and was ever anxious to prevent Constanti
nople (one of the gates protecting her dominion 
over the seas), falling into the hands of Russia. By 
joining, however, the coalition against Germany and 
concentrating upon the task of the destruction of 
her world-power, which finally involved the ruin 
and disruption of Austria-Hungary too, Great Bri
tain relinquished her watch over the movements 
of the Russo-Slav power and let it roll on, with its 
weight of hundred-million-masses, towards its goal.

The dramatic turn in Russian politics which raised 
to power the Communist Soviets still retards the 
realisation of what actually happened in 1919—20 
at Paris. Many people still go on believing —  in 
spite of the development of clearly outlined histori
cal processes in the last decade —  that the collapse 
of Tsarism went hand in hand with the downfall of 
the Panslav idea, and that the policy of the new 
Muscovite autocracy diametrically differs in this 
respect from that of its predecessors. This, however, 
is by no means the case. Stalin is just as anxious 
to carry into effect the imperialist ambitions of 
the Bolshevik power as the Tsars never ceased to 
hanker after the control of the Balkans and Con
stantinople. The difference is merely this: red Moscow 
wants to unite all Slavs under the sign of the sickle 
and the hammer, while the Romanoffs desired to 
do this under the auspices of Eastern Orthodoxy.

The first earnest warning emphasising in England 
the truth of this contention was uttered by Sir 
Henry Wilson, at the time head of the military 
section of the British Peace Delegation. He was the 
first to point out that the British statesmen failed 
to grasp one factor dominating the world-war as 
well as the course the Peace Conference had actually

taken: the triumphal march of Panslavism. The 
drafters of the Peace Treaties, he remarked, believed 
that by ruining the prospects of Germany as a 
world-power and by breaking up the Austro-Hunga
rian Monarchy, they had removed all dangers threa
tening the position of Britain. This was, he held, 
a serious mistake which had to be recognised as 
soon as possible so that the heavy task of correcting 
the blunders' committed in Paris might be started 
in time. It is one of the most notable of Sir Henry’s 
statements that Great Britain hardly interfered 
with the conclusion of the minor settlements and 
left, in this respect, matters entirely in the hands 
of Clemenceau who was decisively influenced, in 
turn, by the agents of Slav solidarity. So it happened 
that the peace treaties of St. Germain, Trianon and 
Neuilly had not benn framed according to the wishes 
of the Great Powers, but embody the unholy 
egoism of these minor Slav agents whose action did 
not result alone in mercilessly maltreating Austria 
and Hungary but also in setting stones rolling, 
calculated to overwhelm one day, grown to fearful 
avalanches, the ramparts of British world-power.

I propose to attempt in the following a brief survey 
of Anglo-Russian relations of the past, with regard 
to the advance of the forces of Panslavism, in order 
to demonstrate the dangers to Great Britain’s posi
tion inherent in the settlements of Trianon and St. 
Germain.

The foundations of Russian world-policy had been 
laid by Peter the Great who, in building the first 
Russian fleet, designed the conquest of Constanti
nople as the aim of Pravoslav expansion. For cen
turies Russia fought doggedly to attain this goal, 
yet whenever she seemed to have it within her grasp, 
she saw her road blocked by the world-power of 
Britain. British foreign policy, however, confined 
itself to keeping guard upon the Straits, neglecting 
questions which semed to her of minor importance: 
Russia, on the other hand, advanced step by step: 
so that today the Straits are well within her reach, 
undefended, seeing that all the surrounding terri
tory is now under Slav or Russophile control.

Lord Palmerston was perhaps the first British 
statesman who grasped the dangers of Russian ex
pansion. He inaugurated the policy of relying upon 
Austria in trying to forestall Russian designs upon 
the Dardanelles. He concluded Pacts of Friendship 
with the Hapsburg Monarchy and also with the 
Ottoman Empire. He was the first to recognise 
Austria-Hungary’s historical and geographical im
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portance and the role she was called upon to play 
in the great drama of the Near East. The clearness 
of his vision was utterly vindicated by the adver
saries of Great Britain acting on the same assumpt
ions concerning the importance of Austria-Hungary 
with regard to the Near East. True, they had assig
ned to the Dual Monarchy quite a different role than 
did Palmerston.

Russia attempted to steal a march upon Britain 
by trying to win Austria over to her side. It was 
mainly for this reason that Tsar Nicholas I. sent
200.000 men to beat down the Hungarian revo
lution in 1849 and tried to cajole Austria in every 
possible manner, up to the Crimean War when he 
had to realise that Austria was none too grateful 
for the benefits heaped upon her.

It was after the Treaty of Paris which brought 
the Crimean campaign to an end in 1865 that the 
Russian attitude towards Austria underwent a 
radical change. What they could no longer hope 
to  attain with her assistance: the opening of the road 
to Constantinople, the Russians now decided to 
obtain over her dead body. The Russian policy of 
patronising the small countries of the Balkans was 
resumed with utmost vigour at this time, leading 
to the full emancipation of Rumania, Serbia, Mon
tenegro and Bulgaria. Prevented from reaching 
Constantinople by sea, Russia now chose the land 
road leading across the territories of friendly new 
States created by herself. It was the policy of Gor- 
tchakoff —  the time-honoured policy first inau
gurated by the ancient Romans — to put ’ ’clients” 
and ’ ’confederates”  into control where Russia was as 
yet unable to assume direct rule herself, and to 
assure that the ’ ’hinterland”  of Constantinople 
should gradually pass into Slav or at least Slavo
phile hands. The success of this policy was facilitated 
by Britain paying practically no heed to what 
happened on the mainland of the Balkans which she 
considered as of no particular concern to herself. 
Disraeli’s veto to the Treaty of S. Stefano was but 
a passing episode in the course of British foreign 
policy, repudiated in fact even by Disraeli’s closest 
associate, Lord Salisbury. The Russian power, 
although stopped at the gates of Constantinople 
by British action, was left to resume its spade work 
on the Balkans, more grimly determined than ever 
to annihilate the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy.

The final turn of events was reached, however, 
when Great Britain formed with France, the ally 
of Russia, the Entente Cordiale and thus inaugura
ted the new course of her foreign policy which led 
to the downfall of Germany and the destruction of 
the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy.

It will be remembered in London that Sir Fran
cis Bertie —  then British Ambassador in Paris 
—  wrote on July 24, 1914, —  referring to the 
Russian preparations for war —  that it was sheer

madness on the part of Russia to claim a right of 
interfering on behalf of Serbia under the title of 
being the supreme patron of all Slav communities. 
And yet, what happened? Great Britain, repudiating 
traditions of centurylong standing, acknowledged the 
Russian claim on Constantinople, the Dardanelles, 
the Marmora Sea, Asia Minor, and still other terri
tories.

It was the red revolution only and the chaos it 
created which prevented Russia from attaining, 
by the consent of Britain, the most ambitious of her 
aims: the possession of Constantinople and the 
Straits. Yet the road is open: it depends but on the 
determination of either a Red or a White Tsar to 
take up his residence in the ancient capital of the 
Byzantine Empire; no continental power stands 
in his way. It is open to legitimate doubt, moreover, 
whether Great Britain would be able to counter 
another S. Stefano, with the only East-European 
Great Power which could be counted upon to oppose 
and check a Russian advance, the Danubian Mon
archy and especially its kernel, Hungary, lying 
shattered, with tom  and broken limbs, ruined 
and disarmed in the Basin of the Carpathians.

Slav diplomacy has thus accomplished the great 
task of creating a political system in the Danubian 
Valley which keeps open the road to Russia towards 
Constantinople. And the peacemakers of Paris did 
the greatest service to the Panslav idea by sanctioning 
the destruction of Austria and Hungary, by creating 
Czechoslovakia, a new Panslavist Power, and by 
promoting insignificant Balkan States to a greatness 
surpassing their wildest dreams.

May be that in view of the present precarious 
position of the red rulers in Moscow, the Panslav 
menace is not now imminent. Yet who might venture 
to predict how long this pacific interlude in Russian 
foreign policy will last? And who would expect a 
nation nearing in numbers the 200,000.000 mark, 
to renounce for ever ambitions lovingly nursed 
for centuries? One day she will decide to resume 
her drive towards the city at the Bosporus and to 
force, as a naval power, the gates of the Medi
terranean. And no resistance will then be offered 
to her along the road leading to Constantinople, 
for all armed force on the Middle Danube is in hands 
friendly or subservient to the Russian ’ ’Little 
Father” , hands armed and rendered irresistible by 
the Peace Treaties.

And let us for one moment remind people inclined 
to belittle or even deride the Panslav danger, that 
there was a time when Prussia was anything but 
identical with Germany, and when the rabid ima
gination of most unpractical dreamers was required 
to visualise anything resembling the ’ ’Third Reich”  
of today. A similar nationalist Russo-Slav Empire 
of the future might indeed be much closer at hand 
than many ’ ’practical”  people would care to believe.

The enemies of Hungary have been and are still 
constantly 'proclaiming that she oppressed her non- 
Magyar nationalities. Then why do they protest 
with all their might against these oppressed 
nationalities (Slovaks, Ruthenians, Croats, Bu- 
nyevatics, Vends, Romanians and Germans), 
being questioned directly as to whether they wish 
to stay with them or to belong to Hungary?

The so-called ” Eastern Locarno”  by no means 
involves the death of pan-Slavism. The conception 
has at most been suspended, but will be revived the 
moment the rulers in Moscow think the time is ripe 
for action. There can be no doubt that people in 
Great Britain are as fully aware of this fact as they 
are in all countries in the world which are fami
liar with the historical course of Russian policy.




